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Abstract

R. M. Kashaev, V. V. Mangazeev. The four-state solution of the Yang-Baxter equation:
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A new four-state solution of the Yang-Baxter equation is constructed with the help
of the lowest dimensional cyclic L-operator related to a 3-state R-matrix. Some special
choice of parameters which this solution depends on, leads to the exactly solvable spin
model on the chain with Hermitian Hamiltonian.

Катаев P.M., Мангвзееа В.В. Решение уравнения Янга-Бакстера с четырьмя
состояниями: Препринт ИВВЭ 90-73. - Протвино, 1990. - 9 с , библиогр.: 8.

Используя циклический L-опервтор низшей размерности, соответствующий
R-матржце с тремя состояниями, построено новое решение уравнения Янга-Вакстера
а четырьмя состояниями. Специальны* выбор параметров, от которых зависит вто
решение, соответствует точно решаемой спиновой модели на цепочке с врмитовым
гамильтонианом.
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1. Introduction
Recently, in the work by Bazhanov and Stroganov [1] a remarkable con-
nection of chiral Potts modal [2-4] with six vertex model [5] has been
discovered. The results of ref. [1] can be generalized in such a way that
new solvable lattice models with Boltzmann weights, obeying high-order
algebraic relations can be related with the known (trigonometric) solu-
tions of the Yang-Baxter equation. This program was partially realized
for the case of 3-state R-matrix related to Uq(sl(3)) algebra. As is shown
in ref. [6], the necessary conditions for the existence of the intertwining
operator for two cyclic L-operators yield the above mentioned algebraic
relations. These relations define some "spectral parameter surface".
E. Date et. al. [7] have found a 9-state R-matrix as an intertwiner of two
simplest cyclic representations of Ug(sl(S)) algebra at q3 = 1. This R-
matrix is trigonometric in the sense that there are no non-trivial relations
among its elements.

In this paper we present a new 4-state R-matrix (we call it S-matrix).
We start with the lowest-dimensional cyclic L-operator of ref. [6] and
then impose on it such additional constraints simplifying the structure
of "spectral parameter surface" that algebraic relations of ref. [6] can
be solved explicitly. There is a gauge, where our S-matrix factorizes
into two factors with accuracy up to the sign similarly to the R-matrix
from ref. [7]. By the standart method we construct the Hamiltonian
of the corresponding spin model on the one-dimensional chain. This
Hamiltonian is Hermitian under some choice of parameters.

2. L-operator
First we remind the required results from ref. [6]. Let L(x) be an operator
in C3 <8> CM, M > 3, satisfying the following equation:



V

(2.1)

where £(a;)yiQjg, i,j — 1,2,3, a,ft = 1,...,M denote the matrix elements
of L(x) and R(x)ijtki is defined explicitly as:

R(x)ijM = 6ij6kl6ik(xq - x^q-1) + Sij6kipik(x - x'1) + 6а6^<7^, (2.2)

where d\; is the Kroneker symbol,

(0, i = j]

Pij = A, (ij) = (12), (23), (31); (2.3)
I A"1, (ij) = (21),(32),(13),
(0, г = j;

оц = ( g - O * > « < Jf; (2-4)
[ (g-g-^ar 1 , г > j .

Here, a; is a variable, while g, A are considered as constants.
Note, that the R-matrix has the following explicit dependence on the

variable x:
R(x) = xR+ + x~1R-. (2.5)

If one searches for an L-operator of a similar form

L(x) = xL+ + x~1L-, (2.6)

where L+ (L~) is independent of a:, then using (2.2)-(2.6) one can reduce
eq. (2.1) to the following relations:

R\2^i L2 = L2 Ll R12, -Ri2 î -̂ 2 ~ ^2 L\ -Rj2» (2-7)

where we use the standart matrix notations. Hereafter, we consider the
L+ (L~) to have an upper (lower) triangular form in C3.

In ref. [6] the general irreducible cyclic representations of algebra
(2.7) with q and A being the roots of unity, have been constructed. Here
we restrict ourselves to a particular case of the lowest 4-dimensional rep-
resentation, which occures at A = g, g2 = — 1.

To write down the corresponding formulae for our L-operator, let us
define the operators Xi, Wij, i ф j, i,j = 1,2,3, acting in CM, M = 4
with the following relations:



ki = ХгХ2Х3 = 1, гфзфкфц (2.9)

Xf = ̂ f = l, i ^ J , (2.10)

where ш = q2 = — 1 and JV = 2 in our case. Putting s2 = 0, s3 =

—Si = 1 in formulae (3.5a) and (3.15) of ref. [6] we obtain (the indices

corresponding to CM are omitted):

(2.11)

?, i*3, (2-12)

where all indices run over thre"e values 1,2,3 modulo 3 in the sense that
zero is identified with three;

^ _ fl, if (г, j,fc) is even permutation of (1,2,3); / 2 1 4 \
~ \ 0, otherwise '

and the complex parameters £, «f, c^, г т̂  j,»,_; = 1,2,3 are constrained
by relations of the form:

CijCji = - 1 , CijCjkcki = - e f ~£, г ф з ф к ф г , (2.15)

6 = 26 - 1. (2.16)

Thus, this representation is defined by nine independent parameters. We

shall deal with some other form of formulae (2.12). For this define the

new operators Zy, instead of Wij

Zij = А^АгЧГЧ'* - Ы)Щ(С1ъх> - W 1 . .. _
(2.17)

«#i, i,j = 1,2,3,

where

A, = ( ^ К + ) Х - V*{*fi*) , « = 1»2,3. (2.18)

It is not difficult to see that relations (2.8)-(2.10) with W^ replaced by
Z^ are also valid. Substituting (2.17), (2.18) into (2.12) we have:



Lij = -crl3daZittSX}~e ~ frjXr9), г ф j, (2.19)

where
йц = -e^CijXiXj1. (2.20)

Note that constraints (2.15) convert into following restrictions on d^:

dijd» = dijdjkdki = 1 , гфзфкфй (2.21)

Relations (2.8)-(2.10) with Z{j instead of Wtj can be realized in C2 ® C2

as follows:
« = 1,2, (2.22)

(ti\Z31\u) = Lu»%iin (2.23)

while the other matrices can be calculated from (2.9). Here we use usual
Dirac's notations for bra- and ket-vectors with two-component indices
(/x ~ (fij,fi,2)) runing over 4 values ( ^ = 0,1, t = 1,2). The symbol 6,-
means the addition of unity modulo 2 to the i-th component of the index;

у =П, p = v (mod 2); ( .
^ • " ~ I O , otherwise. ^ ' < M '

3. S-matrix

Consider two L-operators L and L with different sets of parameters (the
argument x is absorbed into the other parameters). We are interested in
finding an intertwining matrix S, satisfying the following equation:

S = SALij} (3.1)

where
ALij = Y,Lik® hi, ALij s £ Lkj ® Lik. (3.2)

Let us expand the operators Д£у in sum

ij = AL± + AL% + АЩ, (3.3)

where

Ч + ̂ ® ^ - (3-4)



A similar expansion is made for ALij. It follows from (2.7) that all terms
in (3.3) are mutually commutative and, therefore, they are intertwined
separately:

ALp = в~Щ, AL^S = SAL^. (3.5)

As is shown in ref. [6], relations (3.5) for our L-operator are overdeter-
mined in the generic case and there is no non-trivial S-matrix. Neverthe-
less, there exists such choice of parameters of the representation:

{Ь$)2 = {Щ\ МЛ (3.6)

that relations (3.5) are non-trivially consistent. Moreover, there is a two-
parametric freedom in this case. Choosing appropriately the common
factor, we set

и+ = 1/щ=и, i = 1,2,3. (3.7)

Then, the invariants cf and c+ in (5.16) of ref. [6], which we rewrite in
terms of our parameters:

4 = l/cj = (<W<*12)
2, cl = 1/4 = (d31/d12)\ (3.8)

should be the same for L and L for relations (3.5) to be consistent. This
in turn implies that dy should be invariants up to the six-th root of unity.
Thus, we have a two parametric freedom in each L-operator, namely: и
and £.

It will be convenient to deal with the following combinations of и and

а=(£ч)-\ fS = Z-ll*u-\ (3.9)

Consider the following equations from (3.1):

AL±S = SAL±, f = l,2,3; (3.10)

AL&S = SAL+2; (3.11)

ALt3S = SALt3; AL°31S = SAL°3V (3.12)

Taking into account (2.11), (2.22) and (3.4) one can see that eqs. (3.10)
are equivalent to the following relations on elements of S-matrix:

+64> * = 1>2, (3.13)

where

S% = {fi,u\S\p,<T), (3.14)

(fi, v\ = (fi\ g) И |/i, v) = \ц) ® \u). (3.15)



Here all indices have two components, each of them runing over two values
0,1 modulo 2.

Note, that under the replacements Xi —» Xi+x and Zij — * Zi+ij+j (0 =
3) system (3.10)-(3.12) is invariant, because S-matrix does not depend on
invariants dij. This gives additional relations on elements of S-matrix:

Thus, (3.13), (3.16) reduce the number of unknowns from 256 to 22.
Moreover, relations (3.12) follow from (3.11). Substituting (2.11), (2.19)
and taking into account (3.9) we rewrite eq. (3.11) in the following form:

(3.17)

where 63 means the addition of unity modulo 2 to both components of
the index simultaneously. Eq. (3.17) is a homogeneous system of linear
equations with 22 unknowns. There is the only nontrivial solution of this
system, which satisfies also all equations from (3.1). The explicit formula
has the form

£ [ + т{ш*& - 1) - г-\ш*& - 1)]
(3.18)

[х + х-1ш>& + а(ш*& - 1) + 8-\ш*& - 1)] ,

where

х = filfi, r — аа, s = а/а; (3.19)

Ф$ =
l ) , (3.20)

There is the following inversion relation:

S(x,r>s)PS{x-i,r>s-1) = /(x,r,5)P, (3.21)

where P is the permutation matrix in С4 ® С 4 and

f(x,r,s) = 16(- - -)(xr - — ) ( - + - - 1)(яв* + — - 1). (3.22)
x r'' xr'yx s / v xs ' v '



The S-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation

Si2(ai,a2; x)S13(ai,a3; xy)S23(a2, a3; y) =
(3.23)

= S23(a2, «з; y)Sl3(a>i,a3; xy)S12(a1,a2; x),

where

x = fc/fo, у = (32/fo (3.24)

and oci, Pi play the role of the spectral parameters. Note that the depen-
dence on spectral parameters is just the same as that of 2-state R-matrix
of the "free fermion" model [8]. Under the substitution a; = 1 and s = 1
solution (3.18) becomes proportional to the permutation matrix P (here-
after we choose the common factor of S-matrix in such a way that the
proportionality coefficient will be equal, to unity).

Let us try to give the physical interpretation to solution (3.18). As is
known, if there exists the region of the values of parameters in which S-
matrix elements are non-negative, then they can be interpreted as Boltz-
mann weights of some statistical model on two-dimensional lattice. Un-
fortunately, we have not yet found such a gauge where this takes place.
Nevertheless, solution (3.18) yields the Hamiltonian H which is Hermi-
tian and physically interesting. It is possible that this model is equivalent
in some sense to another model with real positive weights.

Consider the chain with L sites with periodic boundary conditions
and the corresponding transfer matrix T on it with elements

PWiPL

The Hamiltonian H is defined as a logarithmic derivative of T with re-
spect to spectral parameters (there is a two parametric freedom in our
case):

H = k+H+ + k-H~, (3.26)

with k± being real parameters and

T h e matrices H* are Hermitian if we choose r to be imaginary. To write

down t h e m explicitly define 4 x 4 matrices by



Ji = Eoi - Eio^ Ejk± Ekji (3.28)

h = -Jfj; - J+j; - J+Jr, (3.2Э)

Nt = JfJ?, Mi(r) = Ni- JfJr - rJk - r~lJf. (3.30)

Here all indices run over three values 1,2,3 and (i,j,k) is the even per-
mutation of (1,2,3) and

( Щ ^ = <^Аа, P>v,P,* = 0,1,2,3. (3.31)

Note that the operators J*, i = 1,2,3 satisfy the following algebraic
relations:

[J?,Jr] = 0, jfjf = -Sij±eijkJt. (3.32)

Then from (3.18), (3.25), (3.27)- (3.30) we have

H± = Y. h° + iV aMQ ± 1(r± ]), (3.33)

where we use the usual scalar product of three component vectors and
the upper index a means that the corresponding operator acts in a-th
multiplier of C* <g> •• • ® C 4.
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